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**Custodial History**


Processing History: Aleksandra B. Borecka

**Scope and Content of Collection**
Contains information about the German occupation of the Ukraine; the activities of the Reichskommissariat für die Ukraine; the activities of the Einsatzstab Rosenberg; control of partisan activity; police activities in the occupied territories; Reichskommissariat personnel matters; development of agriculture in Ukraine; population of Ukrainian towns and villages; railroad schedules; railroad construction; use of Soviet POWs in labor; Göring's instructions on the organization of an economic headquarters in the East; various libraries, archives and museums under the surveillance of Einsatzstab Rosenberg; activities of the Orthodox Church and its bishops; literature relating to the "Jewish Question"; and war crimes investigation by the Ukrainian Extraordinary State Commission to Investigate German-Fascist Crimes Committed on Soviet Territory. Also included are name lists of Reichskommissariat personnel, construction workers in the eastern oblasts, bishops of the Orthodox Church, and persons killed in various villages and oblasts of the Ukraine.

**System of Arrangement**
This collection is arranged thematically.

**Indexing Terms**
Einsatzstab Reichsleiter Rosenberg für die Besetzten Gebiete.
Germany. Reichskommissariat für die Ukraine.
Nationalsozialistische Deutsche Arbeiter-Partei.
Soviet Union. Extraordinary State Commission to Investigate German-Fascist Crimes Committed on Soviet Territory.
Toltsbau (Firm)

World War, 1939-194--Atrocities--Ukraine.
World War, 1939-1945--Propaganda.
World War, 1939-1945—Transportation--Ukraine.
World War, 1939-1945--Jewish resistance--Ukraine.
World War, 1939-1945--Underground movements--Ukraine.
Jews--Ukraine--History--20th century.
Prisoners of war--Soviet Union.
War crimes--Ukraine.

Registers.
Correspondence.

Soviet Union—History--German occupation, 1941-1944.
Kiev (Ukraine)
Rivne (Rivnens'ka oblast', Ukraine)
Odesa (Ukraine)
L'viv (Ukraine)
Rīga (Latvia)
Trawniki (Poland)

CONTAINER LIST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reel</th>
<th>File</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Folder 2:</td>
<td>Circular from Reichskommissariat für den Ukraine, Section IIC to all subordinate offices of Reichskommissariat für den Ukraine dated, March 1, 1942 concerning the authority of the higher SS and Police leader (BdS) and (KdS) in the occupied eastern territories. Under areas of responsibilities is &quot;S. Jews&quot;. 1) Order about the punishment of saboteurs and wreckers in all branches of communication (post, telephone, telegraph). 2) Official correspondence of the Reichskommissariat Ukraine, September 2 - October 25, 1940.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|      | Folder 3:           | Various administrative regulations and procedures for coordinating work and reporting of occupation agencies including police, military, communications; housing, method of releasing to public military court decisions, use of word "partisan" forbidden, volksdeutsche matters, personal matters, schedules for military and other training of civil staff, etc. Much of the documents concern matters such as office furniture and use of official vehicles. 1) Sentences of the military field court. 2) The relationship of the plenipotentiates from the 4-year plan and the Reichsministry for the Occupied Territories with the Reichskommissars in economic questions. 1) Lists of the leading workers (Germans) of the Reichskommissariat Ukraine. 2) (Conditioning concerning personal matters of
Folder 4: Reichskommissariat Ukraine employees. Includes salary payments listing by employee. Entire file: salary and wage matters for German employees.


Folder 5: Division of responsibilities based on geography. Polizeistandgerichte. Office equipment and supplies. Organization of Reichskommissariat für den Ostgebiete. Reichskommissariat für den Ukraine personnel matters (including lists of mostly German employees. Postal index, July 17, 1941 - February 16, 1942.


Folder 24: 1) Pay scale for military personnel. 2) Directions for giving out pay.

Folder 25: Medical summaries. 1942.

Folder 26: 1) Letter of Venka to the Reichskommissar Ukraine. 2) Article by Venka: Today in Ukraine and Tomorrow in the Post-War Era. 3) Correspondence.

Folder 28: Telephone lists for the Reichskommissariat Ukraine. 1943.

Folder 32: Handling of issuance of food in exchange for goods. Announcement about the exchange of money. Leaflets.

Folder 35: Conditions of work for foreign workers in Germany.

Folder 38: Published decrees, regulations, etc. Verordnungsblatt des Reichskommissars für die Ukraine and Verordnungsblatt des Reichskommissariat für die besetzten Ostgebiete. April - August 1942.
Folder 45: Zentralblatt of the Reichskommissar of the Ukraine.

Zentralblatt of the Reichskommissar of the Ukraine.

Folder 46: Alphabetical list of towns, villages, etc. in Ukraine with population figures. N.D.

Folder 47: Verordnungsblatt and Zentralblatt of the Reichskommissar of the Ukraine. 1942 - 1943.

Folder 41: Idem.

Folder 51: Idem.

Folder 52: Idem.

Folder 53: Decree concerning about pay to (foreign) workers. Telephone list for the Reichskommissariat Ukraine. December 13, 1941 - August 9, 1943.

Folder 54: Organizational chart for administering the Ukraine.

Folder 55: List of places in the Ukraine. 1942.

Folder 58: Lists of personnel for the Gebietskommissariat for the whole Ukraine.

(Film incorrectly reads Opis 12, Folder 6): Declaration on the re-registration of invalids of the 1st group. Announcement of the opening of military courses in Kiev (and plan). Registration plan.

Folder 60: January 1 - December 17, 1942.


Folder 62:


Register of edicts. May 1 - December 1, 1943.

Organization of the administration in the Ukraine. September 9, 1941.

Orders for German forces. February 15 - December 15, 1942.

Proclamation of Reichskommissar Loze of the Baltic regions ["Pribaltika"]. August 30, 1941.


Amtliche Mitteilungsblätter.

German decree on the transmittal of several reoccupied eastern oblasts from military to civil administration and on the tasks of the civil administration in the economy and in sending new materials and food to Germany.

1) Changes in the railroad timetable: Ukraine - Germany. 2) Directives on sending books to the Kiev general district and to general reichskommissariats. 3) Attitude of Ostminister Rosenberg to Reichskommissar for the Ukraine Kick about hid improper treatment of the Ostminister. November 6, 1941 - December 11, 1943.

1) Edict on the regulation of transport of goods out of the eastern oblasts. 2) Table of income taxes for the local population. 3) Reports about the development of the partisan movement in the Ukraine. August 21 - November 19, 1941.

Folder 101: 1) Secret circular of German general headquarters on the fight against Soviet [illegible] and parachutists. 2) Keitel's order on the use of Soviet POWs in military factories. 3) The Ukrainian information service.

Preliminary survey of the area and population of general regions in the Ukraine as of February 15, 1942. March 1, 1942.

Folder 106: 1) Telephone list for the Reichskommissariat Ukraine. 2) Order on transport of stolen baggage to Königsberg. 3) Order on camouflage of communications facilities. March 1 - December 31, 1943.

Folder 108: Administrative divisions of the Reichskommissariat Ukraine.

Folder 109: 1) Political administration of the Reichskommissariat Ukraine. 2) Organization plans. 3) Directive on regulation of conditions of work and pay for (factory) workers.

Fond 3206, Opis 2, Reichskommissariat für den Ukraine, Rovno

Folder 3: Order of the Reichskommissariat Ukraine on the organization of the work of the police, SS and SD. Diagram of location of police units. November 26, 1941 - February 11, 1943.

Folder 6: Central Administration. Order of the Reichskommissariat Ukraine on celebrating the First of May in the Ukraine. Report of partisan attack on the Germans in the Kobrina district. Telegrams from the plenipotentiary for labor recruitment to Germany on transport of people from the Ukraine and Byelorussia. April 2 - April 27, 1942.


Idem. Special rules of the chief of Ordnungspolizei on provisioning of police with food and clothing, etc. Incoming and outgoing orders of the Nikolaevsk and Vinnitsa police. July 21, 1942 - January 1943.

Idem. Organization plan of the Reichskommissariat Ukraine. Lists of


Legal Department. Special orders of the Commander of occupational forces in the Ukraine. October 27, 1941 - January 18, 1942.

Idem. Vol II. January 19 - March 14, 1942

Folder 182:

Folder 216:


Folder 217:
Idem. Vol VI. April 17 - June 29, 1943.

Folder 218:
Idem. Vol VII. June 20 - September 12, 1943.

Folder 219:

Folder 220:

Folder 221:

Folder 222:

Folder 223:

Idem. Administrative divisions of the general regions (ogruyg) of the Reichskommissariat Ukraine, 1941 - 1942.

Folder 224:
Communications Department. Telephone lists of the Reichskommissariat Ukraine, Rovno, as of October 1, 1943. Vol I.

Idem. Vol II. May 25 - June 1, 1943.

Folder 231:
Idem. Vol III. October 1, 1943

Folder 232:

Folder 247:
Folder 248:

Folder 249:
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Fond 3206, Opis 3, Reichskommissariat für den Ukraine, Rovno

Folder 9:  
Press and propaganda Department. Articles by German correspondents, published in German newspapers on the sending of workers from Ukraine to Germany. On organizing stockholder societies in the Ukraine. January 6 - May 24, 1943.

Folder 15:  

Folder 16:  

Folder 18:  
Trade Department. Correspondence with "German Reich Trading Group" on organization of trade firms in the Ukraine. September 29, 1941 - June 30, 1943.

Folder 19:  
Technical Department. Project of Todt organization on changing the border between Ukraine and Romania. Lists of roads and bridges, and project for managing them. July 28, 1941 - December 13, 1943.

Idem. Regulation of the construction firm "Toltsbau." Correspondence with German construction firm, Wilhelm Meer on construction of the Kovel-Carny railroad. May 19 - December 29, 1943.

Folder 30:  
Construction Department. Special instructions of the Reichskommissariat Ukraine on organization of construction firms in the Ukraine. Plans of routine directories.

Idem. Correspondence with German construction firms on construction of bridges. On the mobilization of the technical bureau, etc. in the Reichskommissariat Ukraine. November 11, 1941 - October 13, 1943.

Folder 31:  
Fond 3206, Opis 4, Reichskommissariat für den Ukraine, Rovno

Control Administration. Circulars of the Reichskommissar Ukraine on the organization of military courts in the Ukraine. On the authority of
Folder 1: oblast commissars, etc. 1941.

Preliminary overview of the general districts and counties of the Ukraine (February 15, 1942) with maps.

Folder 4: Labor Department. Circulars of the Reichskommissariat Ukraine on the forced mobilization of the population for work. On the organization of a labor exchange in the Ukraine. 1941.

Folder 6: Finance Department. Instructions of the Reichskommissariat Ukraine on pay to workers. On taxes from the population. On conduct of bank operations in German banks in the Ukraine. 1942.

Folder 7: Economics Department. Göring's instruction on the organization of an economic headquarters in the East and on supplementing the 4-year plan. 1941.

Folder 8: Food and Agriculture Department. Instructions of the German-Fascist group "Yug" on the cultivation of grasses for fodder. On harvesting the crops. On preparation for winter. Appeal of agriculture groups of Yug to the peasants on delivering meat, butter and beans, etc. Vol II. 1941.

Folder 3: Orders of the head of the state administration on the transmittal of archival materials to the Reichskommissariat Ukraine. Information on the work with archival material in archive of the occupied oblasts.

Folder 5: Treatment of undesirable literature; draft regulations; lists of banned authors.

Folder 9: Exploitation and treatment of archives and libraries in Ukraine; correspondence and trip reports by archivists from Reichsarchiv in Potsdam.

Folder 10: Reports on condition and activities of archives and museums of the Ukraine during the period of German occupation.

Folder 17: Information on the Jewish Department of the Central Historical Archive. List of fonds in the Jewish Department of the Kiev Oblast Historical Archive.
Folder 24: Documents on the employees of the Reichskommissariat Ukraine working in the archives of occupied oblasts. (Lists, directives, reports, identifications, biographies.)

Idem. Correspondence with the head of the state archival administration under the Reichskommissariat Ukraine with other members of the administration, on the question of research into archives, museums, libraries of occupied oblasts, and on their preservation and transport to Germany. October 2, 1943 - July 28, 1944.

Folder 27: Correspondence with the German general director of state archives on the removal of Central Economic Bank documents from the Lutsk archive.

Folder 29: Correspondence with the German general director of state archives on the removal of Central Economic Bank documents from the Lutsk archive.


Folder 5: Idem. Report of Oberführer of SS Storm troopers Toyrer on a trip to Reichskommissariat Ukraine April 12-19, 1942 to clarify the results of negotiations between the Reichskommissariat Ukraine and Generalkommissar Kremm on the settling of the question of the border between the Reichskommissariat Ukraine and Romania.

Folder 6: Idem. File on replacing leader of National Socialist Philanthropic Society of the general region (OKRUG) of Zhitomir, Erich Kissling, and appointing Yogannes to that post.

Folder 7: Press and propaganda Department. Reports of SS unit commanders on partisan activities in the district of S. Kaslichi, Smolensk oblast. May 5, 1942.


Idem. Basic rules of operation of the Social Welfare Department of the Reichskommissariat Ukraine, its organizational and work plans.


NSDAP organization on Reichskommissariat Ukraine territory.


Idem. Documents about the joint activities of the NSDAP and the German-Fascist Red Cross on occupied territory of Ukraine (directives, agreements, work plans, correspondence). January 21 - September 8, 1943.

Folder 260: Idem. Pamphlets with German propaganda sent from Germany for distribution among the Volksdeutsche.


Folder 263: Idem. Correspondence with district leaders of the Nazi party on the material condition of the Volksdeutsche. On the assignment of them to service and relocating them for service.


Folder 268: NSDAP Department of Peoples' Welfare. Correspondence with district leaders of the Nazi party on the material condition of the Volksdeutsche. On the assignment of them to service and relocating them for service.
Folder 270:  
Idem. Correspondence with district leaders of the Nazi Party on assigning Volksdeutsche. The characteristics of the Volksdeutsche. January 4 - October 15, 1942.


Folder 271:  

Vol III. January 29 - December 10, 1943.

Idem. Correspondence with district NSDAP leaders of Nikolaev and Kronau on the sending of packages for Volksdeutsche families. March 19 - June 17, 1943.

Folder 272:  

Folder 273:  
Labor Department. Correspondence of the administration of German camps with the police on the search for Russian and Ukrainian workers who fled camps. On the finding of them and the fining of them. Lists of these workers. June 19, 1942 - October 10, 1944.

Folder 274:  
Idem. Documents on assignment of Russians and Ukrainians to work in Germany. June 11, 1942 - October 10, 1944.

Folder 305:  
Idem. Files of Russian and Ukrainians working in Germany.

Folder 306:  

Folder 310:  

Folder 2:  
Einsatzstab Rosenberg for the occupied eastern territories. Correspondence on transport of books, article translations from the foreign press on Lenin and Stalin, a letter on reworking documents of the German playwright Hans Mühlenstein, lists of permanent employees of Einsatzstab Rosenberg, lists of POWs and interrogation results. March 11, 1942 - September 3, 1944.
Folder 7: Circulars and correspondence on personnel (locally recruited workers). Inquiries on goods shipped to the headquarters.

Folder 9: Surveys of the Soviet press, articles on Ehrenberg's pamphlets as propaganda, on the nationality and activity of leaders of the Soviet government, quote from defectors and prisoners from the Red Army, the activity of White Russian emigrant V.V. Domennitrius. 1943.

Folder 22: Correspondence on the transport to Berlin of a systematic catalogue of the Krolenko library in Kharkov, religious books of German settlers from regional archives of Odessa oblast; determination of place of permanent residence in Germany, those departing Kiev with the Germans; docent of archeology Bezvinglinsky; senior workers of the Lavr museum, Kurinniy, Kozlovsky, Shugaevsky; and the former director of the Poltavsk Museum, Mogilevskiy. On the work of White Russian emigrant Naryshkin. Reports on the functions of the department of accounting and sorting, and the headquarters use department.

Folder 25: Surveys of work received by the department. February 20, 1943.

Folder 26: Monthly reports of Kharkov, Dniepropetrovsk and Krivorojsk groups about work of processing of archives materials, sorting of books and make up agitational-propagandistic review articles (with indication themes and executors). 1942 - 1943.

Folder 26A: Department of control. Reports of working groups of Dniepropetrovsk, Kharkov, Simteropol, Rostov and other cities to headquarters of Rosenberg about work. 1942 - 1943.


Folder 29: Correspondence with groups about themes of articles, about selection of authors amongst the local population to write articles, about progress of work, and about activities to be written about. 1943.

Correspondence with Frankfurt Institute for Study of the Jewish

Folder 44: Hitler order on transfer to the armed forces in the occupied eastern territories of all archives, libraries and other cultural institutions at the disposal of the Einsatzstab Rosenberg. Report on condition of museums, archives, etc. of Berdichev, of the Kiev museums of west European and Russian art. On the removal to Berlin of the director of the Kharkov Kozloko [spelling?] Library, etc. 1942.

Folder 45: Periodical report about activity of headquarters, including reports about sorting of books received in Kiev from Kuszk that had been taken from the libraries of Voronezh by the Germans. 1942.

Folder 47: Biographical profiles of translators, employees of the Central Library, Volksdeutsche Ida Kleeps, Margarita Reseer, Alexandra Sak.

Folder 50: Reports about the removal from Kiev and Kharkov to Frankfurt am Main Jewish books, books about the Jewish Question, and Jewish cultural objects originally held in the Central Jewish library, libraries, and museums. About composition of card-indexes describing archival folders concerning Jews, and about the sending of a card index and archival materials of the Central State Historical Archive. 1942.

Folder 50A: List of bishops of the Orthodox Church which came to the eastern Ukraine with the Germans. Report about activity of the Orthodox Church in the Ukraine during occupation. Letter of servant of Kherson’s Church to the German powers. Protocol of a meeting of the organized cathedral of the Kiev region. 1941 - 1943.

Folder 52: Monthly reports about the work of the main group and issuances of the main group on questions of record keeping. 1941 - 1942.

Folder 53: Plan of work. Denomination of structural parts. Lists of new comers and local employees of work group in the city of Kiev.

Folder 54: Monthly and quarterly reports about working of group. Information about the removal of books from libraries in Kiev to Germany. 1943.

Description of exposition of anti-religious museum in the Kiev-
Folder 56:  Pechersk monastery. Lists of icons, pictures, anti-religious placards removed by the Germans. Photographs of separate parts of exposition. 1942.

Folder 58:  Reports of commanders of military units and police commands about discovered archives, libraries, and museums in the city of Kharkov. Reports about the condition and work of libraries, medical institutions, museums, historical exhibitions. 1942.

Folder 63: Circulars about the order of reports, about themes for elaboration, about arrangement [of writings?], about trip of the Einsatzstab Rosenberg to the Ukraine. 1943.

Folder 77:  Reports about the movement of the personnel staff. 1943.

Folder 77A:  Working group for the city of Dniepropetrovsk. Card index of the personnel staff (the employees) of the Gebietskommissariat for the city of Dniepropetrovsk. 1942.

Folder 82:  Report by headquarters about the selection of personnel among the members of the local population for the writing of political articles. Reviews/editing of scientific works that were submitted to the headquarters. 1943.

Folder 87:  Monthly reports of the personnel staff for 1942 - 1943.


Folder 111:  Report about the interrogation of Soviet prisoners.


Folder 128:  Special headquarters about the Jewish Question. Reports about the work of employee at headquarters dagen Pol [spelling?] and of junior inspector Muizel about the removal of the Jewish scientific research institute in Vilnius to Frankfurt am Main. 1942 - 1943.

Folder 137:  Working group of Byelorussia. Enumeration of works of art that were removed to Lemberg (aka Lvov, Lviv, Lwow) from Latchina, Novgorod, Tihvin, Petergoff, Pavlovsk, and Pleskau. Correspondence about the activity of metropolitan Alexei (Leningrad), Azchmandzit Seraphim Prochenko (Severskaia), Archdeacon Fedor (Petergoff), Kudzinski (Rojdestrenski district of Gatchina), Vozonin, Pastor Vodoiavlenski, Alexeev, Peterson, metropolitan Alexand (Nazva).
Elaborations of professor Vinogradov about metropolitan Sergi. Report about bibliographical work of libraries, archives and museums in the cities of Posen and Torun. 1942 - 1943. (Continued on next reel.)

9 Folder 137: Working group of Byelorussia. Enumeration of works of art that were removed to Lemberg (aka Lvov, Lviv, Lvow) from Latchina, Novgorod, Tihvin, Petergoff, Pavlovsk, and Pleskau. Correspondence about the activity of metropolitan Alexei (Leningrad), Azchmandzit Seraphim Prochenko (Severskaia), Archdeacon Fedor (Petergoff), Kudzinski (Rojdestrenski district of Gatchina), Vozonin, Pastor Vodoiavlenski, Alexeev, Peterson, metropolitan Alexand (Nazva). Elaborations of professor Vinogradov about metropolitan Sergi. Report about bibliographical work of libraries, archives and museums in the cities of Posen and Torun. 1942 - 1943. (Continued from next reel.)

Folder 150: Main work group of the Baltic, Riga. About the establishment of a central archive, about the registration and guarding of cultural items in the occupied eastern oblasts. 1942.

Folder 167: About the removal of literature from different persons. December 1940 - September 1941

Folder 168: On removal of books and pictures from Jews in Berlin.

Folder 168: Works of Crimean professors who collaborated with the Germans.

Folder 197A: Articles on the Jewish question.

Folder 202: Department of Use (Operations). Reports and correspondence with other departments and employees of headquarters concerning ongoing work.

Folder 219: Main work group of the Ukraine. Personal files of employees, letters A-D.

Folder 222: Personal files of employees, letters R-S. June 2, 1943 - January 10, 1944.

Folder 223: Personal files of employees. January 9, - June 18, 1943.

Folder 224: Correspondence with the staff of "Navka" about the continuing of anthropological research in cities and villages of the Ukraine and about questions of ongoing work. November 7, 1941 - August 16, 1943.
1943.

Special Staff of "Navka". Weekly reports about work during April 18, 1942 - 14 September 1943.

Folder 229:
Main working group of Belgium and Northern France. Clippings from German newspapers on the Jewish question.

Folder 237:
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Folder 8: Headquarters. Department of Use (Operations). "Call to the Jewish nation of the USSR" translated into German.

Folder 11: Ukrainian working group. Report on the activities of the special team in Rostov for the fourth quarter 1942.

Folder 12: Special command team in Rostov. Report about activities of the special team in the city of Rostov, September 6, 1942 - October 4, 1942. Correspondence with department heads about hiring interpreters for team in the city of Rostov and other questions. 1942.

Folder 19: Management by staff. Department of registration and control. Reports of heads of departments of Rosenberg's staff about their activities. Lists of institutions in the city of Rostov, correspondence with baggage department in Krakow about reception of freight and other questions. 1943.

Folder 22: Idem. Correspondence with heads of departments about equipping office premises, about hiring employees, about conducting of clerical work, etc. 1943.

Folder 23: Idem. Correspondence with leaders of occupation organizations in Rostov about the use of buildings as warehouses and about the sending of German workers of this department for temporary assistance to other cities of surrounding oblasts. Lists. 1943 -
1944.

Anti-Soviet and anti-Semitic articles of Ludvig Bronvski.

Folder 29B: Management by staff. Department of Use (Operations). Review of professor Gruzinski (who collaborated with Germans) for book "Soviet Psychology and its attitude to Germans." Booklet of M.G. Kosarev, "How to increase crop capacity of the seeds of speing-wheat" that was translated into German. 1943 - 1944.

Folder 28: Idem. Press Department. Bulletins of German propaganda service, Numbers 1, 13 for 1943 and Numbers 1, 3A of 1944.

Folder 30: Materials about activities of German film company "Ost" (correspondence, contracts, informations). March 13 - October 29, 1943.

Folder 30A: Fond 3676, Opis 4, Einsatzstab Rosenberg

Folder 4: Reports of special German groups for investigation of the situation of Germans (Volksdeutsche) living in the occupied regions of the Ukraine.

Folder 10: Statistical information, composed by a German "Special Detachment," which was headed by Dr. Shtump about the amount of Volksdeutsche who lived in cities and villages of Kiev and Zhitomir oblasts.

Folder 12: Correspondence with German "Special Detachment," headed by Dr. Shtump, about its work collecting statistical information concerning Volksdeutsche who lived in the Ukraine.

Folder 14: Press treatment of higher education questions in the eastern territories; establishment of Ostinstitut Berlin; plans for Deutsche Akademie in the east; Volksdeutsche schools.

Folder 36: Report of chiefs of "Special Detachment" of Dr. Shtump about results of inspecting the village of Berezovka in the Zhitomir oblast.

Folder 69: Documents on persons of German ancestry living in German occupied oblasts. (Reports, correspondence.)

Folder 96: Lists of volunteer German employees of the operating group of Dr. Shtump working with files concerning Volksdeutsche living in the Soviet Union.
Folder 99: Materials about activity of the "Special Detachment" of Dr. Shtump of inspecting German settlements in the Soviet Union (maps of settlements, in the Crimea, Caucasus, and the oblasts of Kharkov and Leningrad).

Folders 105: Materials of German police of safety and the SD from 1942 that include summaries about economic, moral, and political concerns for oblasts in the occupied east.

Folder 106: Requests to use Einsatzstab Rosenberg archival material. (1952).

Folder 115: File with biographical materials on Polish, Lithuanian, and Ukrainian veterinarians who worked in the occupied Soviet Union.

Folder 116: Correspondence with German secret police about control and arrests of inhabitants of occupied eastern oblasts, who were working at the German military unit.

Folder 133: File with materials of Gestapo about question of annexation of western oblasts of the Ukraine and Byelorussia to the Soviet Union.

Folder 135: Official file of 1942 - 1944 about accusation of sergeant major Aizengut and Shashdt in the assault and battery of a policeman.


Folder 140: Correspondence of 1942 between German judicial organizations on the question of the instigation of an investigatory case against Gzinkov, Mazjuchak and Zimbek because of their organizing strikes among he coal miners of Gaustam.

Folder 275: File of German police of safety and SD of 1942 with documents on prisoners escaping from Auschwitz and other camps.

Folder 276: Case of the SD police in 1942 concerning desertion of Russian volunteers from German fighting units.

Folder 296: File of Department of Propaganda of German administration on occupied oblasts of 1943 - 1944.

Folder 297: Case with "Bulletins, directives, and orders to the SS" of January 15, 1945.
Folder 307: Reports of the German security police and "SD" on the situation in occupied eastern territories, on arrests of Soviet and Party workers.

Folder 308: Materials of the German organizations Einsatzgruppe and Einsatzkommando on the fight against communists and the partisan movement.

Folder 309: Documents on volunteers in the German army, desertions from fighting units, POWs, escapes from camps, and German punitive organizations occupied with finding them.

Folder 312: "Trophy documents" of the Berlin administration of the German defense police for 1943 - 1945, for persons serving in German service.

Folder 314: Report of main head of SS to German ministry of home affairs about partisan's activity in the occupied territory of the Ukraine.

Folder 317: Materials about activity of German police in the area of the Ukraine (circulars, instructions, correspondence, lists, forms).

Folder 318: Correspondence of Gestapo in the city of Litzmannstadt (aka Lodz, Lemberg) with German gendarmerie in Kalisz (Poland) about Russian POWs who escaped from a camp.

Folder 320: Materials for persons (Russian and Ukrainian) who served in the SS and the German police of safety in the city of Trawniki (Poland).

Folder 331: Volume V - Last.

Folder 442: File with documents of the German police of safety, SD, and Abwehr for the city of Kiev and other cities of the Ukraine, 1943 - 1944.

Folder 444: Idem. Volume II.

Folder 479: Secret reports of head of German secret police and service of safety attached to the SS in the city of Kharkov about mood of inhabitants. About establishing in the city of Bouzjeous nationalistic society "Prosvitz," about economic, industrial, and religious concerns, etc.
Folder 480: Secret reports of chief of German secret police of occupied Eastern oblasts about increase of partisan activity in the Ukraine and Crimea. About economic situation and mood of inhabitants of eastern Ukraine, etc.

Folder 31: Fond 3538, Opis 1, Ukrainian Extraordinary State Committee to Investigate German-Fascist Crimes Committed on Soviet Territory

Lists of people killed and damages inflicted upon population, for the Stalinisk oblast.

Idem. for the Poltavsk oblast.

Folder 48: Lists of people killed and damages inflicted upon population of various villages in the Ukraine. 1943.

Idem. Oleinik.

Folder 52: Ostarbeiter correspondence with Berlin. Testimonies about atrocities in villages. Some administrative correspondence.

Folder 53: Lists of people killed and damages inflicted upon population of various villages in the Chernigovsk oblast of the Ukraine, December 2, 1943 - November 26, 1945.

Idem., Zaporozhskaya oblast.

Folder 55: